NEXT GENERATION

is more than just a line
of new products; it represents Jones’ renewed
commitment to the cleaning industry. Our
strategy for the future includes a multi-faceted
approach targeting innovative, value-added
and performance tested products. We’re not
just thinking outside of the box, we’ve thrown
it away.

Microfiber Loop Mops
SIZE

DESCRIPTION

CASE WEIGHT

CASE PACK

ITEM NUMBER

PRICE

Microfiber Loop Mop - Narrow Mesh Headband
WHITE

BLUE

In addition to out-sourced products we will
continue to stretch the boundaries for raw
material fiber sources and continually
challenge our spinning expertise to develop
new yarn products. Our primary field of vision
will be on the future while meeting the needs
of the current ever changing marketplace. The global market requires that products be competitive; however while economy
is relevant, we will not diminish our focus on quality.

MEDIUM - White headband

32.5 lbs - 14.7 kg

35

8510130030

$ 4.59

LARGE - White headband

33.3 lbs - 15.1 kg

30

8510160025

$ 5.49

MEDIUM - Green headband 32.5 lbs - 14.7 kg

35

8510130130

$ 4.64

LARGE

30

8510160125

$ 5.55

- Red headband

33.3 lbs - 15.1 kg

MICROFIBER LOOP MOPS bring the cleaning
advantages of thousands of tiny filaments to a
8550130030 $ 4.65
35
conventional spun yarn style mop. Premium
headband and tail-band components insure
8550160025 $ 5.55
30
durability equitable to the tube strands.
8550130130 $ 4.70
35
Microfiber flat mops are limited to light duty
and minimum debris volume applications. The
8550160125 $ 5.60
30
innovative microfiber tube strands are
engineered to tackle heavy soil cleaning by trapping larger contaminants. The
conventional style mops can be used with a standard rinsing bucket / wringer.

Microfiber Loop Mop - Wide Mesh Headband
WHITE

BLUE

MEDIUM - White headband

32.5 lbs - 14.7 kg

LARGE - White headband

33.3 lbs - 15.1 kg

MEDIUM - Green headband 32.5 lbs - 14.7 kg
LARGE

- Red headband

33.3 lbs - 15.1 kg

The floor-care market is in a state of change that demands innovative approaches to insure successful adaptation to
evolving business models. Product innovation alone will not provide opportunities for success; so we remain diligent in our
resolve to provide unequaled service and support. Our strategy involves developing key alliances that target opportunities
with deliberate and measured approaches. We welcome the task of identifying obstacles and working with
customer-partners to forge new ground in the cleaning industry.







no special tools are required - use with industry standard handles and connectors
ideal for non-slip rough surface or abrasive flooring
lint free use and laundering
wide footprint maximizes cleaning efficiency and reduces cycle time
bleach should not be used with this product

Jones CARPET CARE BONNETS are designed to meet industry standards for superior soil absorption, performance and extended use
durability. In addition to the traditional bonnets of blended yarns and nylon with scrubber strips the line includes a microfiber with
scrubber strips bonnet. Microfiber bonnets reduce the demand for water and chemicals.





Bonnets mount easily to standard low-speed rotary floor machines
Each style is launder-able
Bleach should not be used on microfiber

Cotton
Blend

Nylon with
Scrubber strips

CARPET CARE BONNETS
SIZE

METRIC

CASE WEIGHT

CASE PACK

ITEM NUMBER

PRICE

Cotton Blend - White bleached long loop pile
17 inch

12.7 cm X 40.6 cm

13 lbs - 10.9 kg

6

8200170006

$ 7.20

19 inch

12.7 cm X 61.0 cm

28 lbs - 12.7 kg

6

8200190006

$ 8.40

21 inch

12.7 cm X 53.0 cm

32 lbs - 14.5 kg

6

8200210006

$ 9.90

Nylon - White with Green Polypropylene Scrubber Strips
Microfiber with
Scrubber strips

17 inch

12.7 cm X 40.6 cm

24 lbs - 10.9 kg

6

8210170906 $ 8.73

19 inch

12.7 cm X 61.0 cm

28 lbs - 12.7 kg

6

8210190906 $ 11.00

6

8210210906 $ 12.65

21 inch

12.7 cm X 53.0 cm

32 lbs - 14.5 kg

Microfiber - Blue Looped Pile with Grey Polypropylene Scrubber Strips

rev160301

MICROFIBER CLEANING TOWELS complete any cleaning regimen. The generously
sized 16 x 16 inch towels provide an ample hand cleaning surface. The cloth is a
premium combination of synthetic polyamide fibers in a knit loop construction.
The synthetic fibers develop electrostatic properties which enhance dry dusting
applications. Using microfiber for cleaning requires less cleaning solution which is
better for the environment.





suitable for wet or dry use
lint free use and laundering
bleach should not be used with this product

MICROFIBER CLEANING TOWELS
COLOR

SIZE

METRIC

CASE WEIGHT

CASE PACK

ITEM NUMBER

PRICE

Microfiber Premium Cloths
White

16 inch X 16 inch

41 cm X 41 cm

15 lbs - 6.8kg

204

8616000204

$ 0.56

Blue

16 inch X 16 inch

41 cm X 41 cm

15 lbs - 6.8kg

204

8616001204

$ 0.56

17 inch

12.7 cm X 40.6 cm

20 lbs - 9.1 kg

6

8220171115 $ 8.50

Green

16 inch X 16 inch

41 cm X 41 cm

15 lbs - 6.8kg

204

8616002204

$ 0.56

19 inch

12.7 cm X 61.0 cm

25 lbs - 11.3 kg

6

8220191115 $ 9.55

Yellow

16 inch X 16 inch

41 cm X 41 cm

15 lbs - 6.8kg

204

8616004204

$ 0.56

21 inch

12.7 cm X 53.0 cm

30 lbs - 13.6 kg

6

8220211115 $ 10.85

Red

16 inch X 16 inch

41 cm X 41 cm

15 lbs - 6.8kg

204

8616005204

$ 0.56
rev160415

